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dsdparsons
Callout
please complete and remove your red lines so your submitting a non-draft version.

dsdparsons
Callout
5222000025 is owned by Michael Turner and a culvert is proposed to be placed here s is a portion of Arroya.
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Highlight

dsdparsons
Callout
TimberRidges estates is a property owner of5222000023 

dsdparsons
Callout
TimberRidge Dev. Group is another owner- revise application accordingly



dsdparsons
Callout
Is this sludge from a wastewater treatment plant?  (LDC Definition Solid Waste)  If MRMD is servicing Sterling Ranch which is servicing this District why do you ned to inlcude debt service for this? 

dsdparsons
Callout
No retail/commercial sales is permitted within the PUD
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Callout
Does not allow for much growth ( 3 lots)
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Cloud+

dsdrice
Cloud+
This needs to be clarified.
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Highlight

dsdparsons
Callout
commercial not authorized on SKP or PUD or prelim plan
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Highlight

dsdparsons
Callout
less 35 mills commercial than 35 Mill under Maximum 60 Mill allowance

dsdparsons
Callout
revise potential inclusion map to show 5 mile radius
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Highlight

dsdparsons
Callout
remove commercial through out

dsdparsons
Callout
approx 75000 per house debt at 12% max rate at 30 year term over $300 per month/house in this Mill alone- Why would well and septic properties pay as much as properties served by central water and wastewater service 



dsdparsons
Callout
drainage improvements



dsdparsons
Callout
what about Sterling? You should address why your not being included since your bound on two sides and in the extended service area of Sterling
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Callout
solid waste removal? 
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Callout
well lots verses central water lots? 

dsdparsons
Callout
septic lots verses central waste water lots? 

dsdparsons
Callout
trails

dsdparsons
Callout
equestrian trails (there is a regional trail through this)



dsdparsons
Callout
Hydrant Maintenance/ Fire mitigation is not funded? What about a grass fire and restoring the damaging to amenities? 



dsdparsons
Callout
why was this added to the contents on first page? should you delete from all pages? 

dsdparsons
Callout
Does the County need to be involved?  That puts County in an the middle.



dsdparsons
Callout
COMPLETE THIS

dsdparsons
Callout
your showing west of Vollmer and no 5 mile service area as standard why ? 
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Arrow
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Callout
here you discuss intergovernmental agreements yet above you say the opposite
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Highlight
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Callout
no commercial

dsdparsons
Callout
3 year buildout is not realistic

dsdparsons
Callout
Identify the approved landuses ( zoning, prelim, plats)Density and allowed uses here

dsdparsons
Text Box
This value appears to be different than the finical plan.  Buildout is X?

dsdparsons
Callout
whats phasing of infrastructure and lots? 
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Callout
this includes commercial? 



dsdparsons
Callout
bonds for remaining 10 years of debt? 
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Image

dsdparsons
Callout
are your numbers accurate; i show these levys

dsdparsons
Callout
is a portion in school District 20
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Image
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Callout
COMPLETE

dsdparsons
Text Box
The following additional taxing and or service providing entities include territory within three miles of the Initial District Boundaries:Academy School District No. 2Banning Lewis Ranch Metropolitan District No. 1-7Banning Lewis Ranch Regional Metropolitan DistrictBent Grass metropolitan DistrictBlack Forest Fire Protection DistrictCentral Colorado Conservation DistrictCity of Colorado SpringsEl Paso CountyEl Paso County Conservation DistrictEl Paso County PID #2Falcon Fire Protection DistrictKiowa Conservation DistrictMeridian Ranch Metropolitan DistrictOld Ranch Metropolitan DistrictPaint Brush Hills Metropolitan DistrictPark West Water DistrictPikes Peak Library DistrictSoutheastern Water Conservancy DistrictSterling Ranch Metropolitan District No. 1, 2, and 3Stetson Ridge Metropolitan DistrictThe Sanctuary Metropolitan DistrictUpper Black Squirrel Creek Ground Water Management DistrictUpper Cottonwood Metropolitan District and District 2, 3, and 4Westmoor Water and Sanitation DistrictWoodmen Heights Metropolitan District No. 1, 2, and 3Woodmen Hills Metropolitan DistrictWoodmen Road Metropolitan DistrictThere will be no adverse financial impacts to these entities.
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Callout
TABLE of Contents and add the extra territory service map
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Callout
sign
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Callout
4 year buildout? is that realistic

dsdparsons
Callout
address absorption; Is your home price low? 





dsdparsons
Callout
Please have engineering provide an email that these are th only improvements and cost are close to accuate

dsdrice
Text Box
Verify quantities based on final plat review comments.
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Callout
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Callout
above you use 350K



dsdparsons
Callout
this is the application 70 mill Max but includes commercial above

dsdparsons
Callout
this does not match above i unless i am misreading it.









dsdparsons
Callout
these numbers are different than above text- i think ? Can yo explain this to me so I understand-phone call would be great so I can understand numbers
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Callout
doesn't match other areas in document

dsdparsons
Callout







Markup Summary 6-18-2019

Subject: Cloud+
Page Label: 7
Author: dsdrice
Date: 6/18/2019 1:20:21 PM
Color: 

This needs to be clarified.

dsdrice (2)

Subject: Text Box
Page Label: 36
Author: dsdrice
Date: 6/18/2019 2:19:54 PM
Color: 

Verify quantities based on final plat review
comments.

This needs to be
clarified.

Verify quantities based on final plat review
comments.


